
Repair is the supreme discipline  
of the circular economy

Repair- and Service-Center 

R.U.S.Z

We repair (almost) all devices, through 
which electricity flows. As a certified 
mechatronics company, we also repair 
electrical appliances of all brands.  
And at half the price! 
See www.reparaturbonus.at

www.rusz.at

https://www.reparaturbonus.at/
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Why repair? Three good reasons:

Hand-point-right 1. Relieve purse
As a rule, a cheap appliance not only has to be replaced more quickly 
than a more expensive one, but more and more defects in newer appli-
ances can no longer be repaired economically, unlike older appliances.  
This means: Repairing older equipment almost always pays of. Sepp 
Eisenriegler: „You can use the repair bonus: Everything for half price!“

Hand-point-right 2. Avoid electric and electronic waste
Electronic waste is traditionally the fastest growing waste stream world-
wide. For the sake of the environment and future generations, we at 
R.U.S.Z. take into account the total environmental impact of electrical 
equipment: production, delivery, operation and disposal. In order to 
keep the ecological footprint low, it therefore makes ecological sense to 
use the equipment for as long as possible. Sepp Eisenriegler: „Don't 
fall for the energy efficiency lie!“

Hand-point-right 3. Conserve resources
It is impossible to imagine our everyday life without electric and electrical 
equipment. But the raw materials for the equipment are finite and the de-
mand is constantly increasing. Critical, non-regenerative raw materials are 
wasted to push ever more short-lived electric and electrical equipment into 
the markets! By repairing old equipment and recycling spare parts, we at 
R.U.S.Z. make a significant contribution to keeping valuable raw materials 
in the economic cycle and using them as sensibly as possible. This saves 
valuable raw materials and the environment! Sepp Eisenriegler: "When 
you put an electrical appliance into operation for the first time, more than 
half of the damage has already been done: Over 50% of the environmental 
impact in the life of a washing machine is caused by its production and 
distribution."



Repair- and Service - Center 
R.U.S.Z

98+ 
tons of

recycled waste
equipment per

year

9000+ 
repaired

equipment
per year

20+ 
years of

Repair & ReUse
experience

According to the motto 'Prolonged use instead of replacement', the repair and 
service center R.U.S.Z has been repairing electrical appliances from the fields of
household and consumer electronics for over 20 years. The R.U.S.Z. is a pioneer 

company of the circular economy and has the social mission to help people who 
are less who are less able to perform, in their development. We also 

develop new consumption models, lobby for the circular economy and show 
that resource conservation goes hand in hand with climate protection. This 

benefits consumers, the economy and the environment. Our vision: 
 

Out of the hamster wheel of material need satisfaction 
- into a good life for all!

On-site repairs
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Workshoprepairs

Sparepart-ShopEquipment sale

Appliance rental

The range of services offered by the R.U.S.Z.

dolly

TOOLS truck 

Second-Life-Equipmentshopping-cart 

Comment cog
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On-site repairs

Our experienced & rapid customer service technicians repair your large house-
hold appliances at your home or company in Vienna and the surrounding area. 
This is the fastest and most convenient way of repair for you and avoids possible 
damage to your valuable appliance that could result from unnecessary  
transportation.

We repair on-site:   

Arrow-Circle-Right Washing machine and (Washer-) Dryers

Arrow-Circle-Right Dishwashers

Arrow-Circle-Right E-stoves (ovens and hobs) and Extractor hoods

Arrow-Circle-Right Built-in steam cookers

Arrow-Circle-Right Televisions

Since we do not repair refrigerators ourselves, we recommend some repair 
companies you can contact on this purpose on our website.



Here's how it works:
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Phone-Alt 1. Contact us

by phone to schedule an appointment or fill out our  
Online-Appointment Booking

TOOLS 2. A technician comes to you

For the appointment on site we charge 120€ (incl. VAT). This in-
cludes the journey and 30 minutes working time. Within this time 
the error will be diagnosed and in most cases also corrected im-
mediately. Outside of Vienna (up to max. 20 km from the city limit) 
additional costs of 60€ (incl. VAT) will be charged. If more working 
time is needed for the repair, every additional quarter of an hour will 
be charged with 40€ (incl. VAT). These prices are our usual prices. 

Get a repair voucher at www.reparaturbonus.at and you pay  
only half.

truck 3. Second approach free

Should a second visit be necessary for major repairs or spare parts 
requirements, this will be free of charge. We only charge for the 
additional working time every quarter of an hour (15min = 40€ incl. 
VAT) and the corresponding spare part.

https://rusz.at/en/leistungen/angebot-vor-ort-reparatur/vor-ort-reparatur-buchen/
http://www.reparaturbonus.at
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Workshoprepairs

As a certified mechatronics company, we repair almost every electrical eqip-
ment of all brands. There are only a few exceptions that we cannot repair.  

Attention: We repair large household appliances only on site

We repair in the workshop:   

Arrow-Circle-Right Small household appliances and garden tools

Arrow-Circle-Right Entertainment electronics

Arrow-Circle-Right Fully automatic coffee machines and portafilter machines

Arrow-Circle-Right Audio & nostalgic devices

Arrow-Circle-Right Sports equipment and electric toys

Arrow-Circle-Right Interior (like radiant heaters, fans, lamps)

Since we do not repair peripherals (printer, scanner, etc.) and Apple products 
ourselves, we recommend some repair companies you can contact  

on this purpose on our website.



Here's how it works:
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dolly 1. Bring or send equipment

You bring your device to our workshop during opening hours. You 
can also send the device to us if you enclose the cost of the estimate 
(60€ incl. VAT) in cash.

SEARCH 2. Diagnosis & Cost Estimate

We take a close look at your equipment and prepare a cost estimate. 
Per equipment we charge 60€ (incl. VAT) for the quotation. This 
includes the working time for error analysis, determination of spare 
parts availability, collection of spare parts costs and determination of 
the total repair price. These prices are our usual prices. Get a repair 
voucher at www.reparaturbonus.at and you pay only half.

Comment 3. You decide

We will inform you by phone, SMS or E-Mail about the costs for the 
repair and ask you to call us back. The working time is charged with 
40€/15min. (incl. VAT). These prices are our usual prices. Get a repair 
voucher at www.reparaturbonus.at and you pay only half.

TOOLS 4. We repair

After you have confirmed the cost estimate, we will repair your equip-
ment, whereby the duration of the repair depends on the order situa-
tion and spare parts procurement.

Grin 5. Pick up, pay & use for longer
 
We will inform you by phone call, SMS or e-mail when your device is ready 
for pickup. Upon pickup, you can pay cash or with ATM card .

http://www.reparaturbonus.at
http://www.reparaturbonus.at
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Appliance rental 
Your carefree package for clean laundry

Use instead of buy - For clean laundry you need access to a reliable washing  
machine. But instead of buying an appliance and perhaps having to repair it at an 
inconvenient moment, you can rent washing machines and also dryers from us.

Our rent offer:  
 
Arrow-Circle-Right one-off deposit of 350€ (incl. VAT) and a monthly lump sum
       - 18€ (incl. VAT) for private use 
 - 36€ (incl. VAT) for commercial or similar use

Arrow-Circle-Right For delivery & professional connection we charge 120€ (incl. VAT).

Arrow-Circle-Right annual unit check 

Arrow-Circle-Right if necessary repair within three working days  
     (or replacement of the unit).

Attention:  We do not currently rent any combination appliances  

or other large household appliances.

Financial managers in companies would never think of buying a copier, for  
example! They use the copying product service and pay for the service.
Be part of the first movers of sustainable consumption!



Here's how it works:
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Phone-Alt 1. Contact us

Please contact us by phone or e-mail to arrange a meeting with us. 

BOOK-OPEN 2. Rental agreement

You come to us at the agreed date to conclude the rental agree-
ment and to arrange a delivery date. Please bring an identification 
card with you. For the monthly rent we ask you to set up a standing 
order.

dolly 3. Delivery & Connection

We deliver the new appliance to your home or company on the 
agreed date and connect it professionally. For delivery &  
professional connection we charge 120€ (incl. VAT).

Grin 4. Carefree washing

You receive the contractually agreed security of trouble-free  
operation. In the event of a malfunction, we will repair it within 
three working days or replace the appliance. You will also receive a 
annual check.
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Second-Life-Equipment

If you no longer want to keep your old electrical equipment, give it a chance 
for a second life and do something good for our environment! We are happy to 
accept (almost) any electrical equipment within our opening hours in Vienna 
(except CRT-screens and cooling appliances).

What happens to my  
donated equipment? 

 
Donated large household appliances 

are delivered to us in the R.U.S.Z., then 
checked and if necessary repaired by 
our technicians. After they have been 
tested according to regulations, they 

are sold in our Second-Life-Shop. If the 
appliance is unfortunately no longer 
salvageable, we dismantle possible 

spare parts and dispose of the  
remaining parts professionally.

Supported by the city of Vienna - environmental  

protection (MA 22) and the European Recycling Platform (ERP)



Here's how it works:
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Arrow-Circle-Right Our transport partner will pick up the (functioning or defective) 
device from your home or business in Vienna. This service is made 
possible by the support of MA22 and the European Recycling Plat-
form (ERP). Therefore, it is possible for our partner to carry out the 
collection for only 9€ (incl. VAT), which will be invoiced directly at the 
time of collection.

Arrow-Circle-Right Please arrange the pick-up date by phone directly with:

Spedition Octavian
Phone: 0664 914 35 73  

Availability: Mon-Thu 9:00-17:00, Fri 9:00-13:00

If necessary, please try several times:
Octavian is an EPU and therefore equally

responsible for order taking and collections.

Arrow-Circle-Right For the pickup it is necessary that you disconnect the device from 
electricity, water (Attention: Turn off the water tap before!) and drain 
before.

Arrow-Circle-Right Our partner can only pick up within Vienna if a lift is available.

We pick up large household appliances within Vienna for only 9€ (incl. VAT):
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Equipment sale

We prepare the best second-hand appliances for another life cycle and offer 

them for sale in our Second Life Shop in Vienna.. 

Now also in the Online-Shop www.widado.com

Our sales offer:  
 
 
Arrow-Circle-Right large household appliances

Arrow-Circle-Right various nostalgia devices (like tube radios and record players)

Arrow-Circle-Right audio systems

Arrow-Circle-Right fully automatic coffee machines 

Arrow-Circle-Right computers

Arrow-Circle-Right and much more

https://www.widado.com/


Here's how it works:
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MAP-MARKED-ALT 1. Come by or order online

Visit us in our second life store at Lützowgasse 12-14 in the 14th dis-
trict, or visit the online store www.widado.com

Comment 2. Competent advice

Browse our offer and get individual and professional advice.

dolly 3. Delivery & Connection

On request, we deliver our Second-Life-Appliances to your home for 
a delivery flat rate of 60€ (incl. VAT). For a delivery with professional 
connection by one of our technicians we charge 120€ (incl. VAT).

Grin 4. Use device for another life cycle

You have made a sustainable consumption decision and enjoy the 
fact that you have made a contribution to the circular economy and 
thus to climate protection: Again and again, every time you  
switching on!

http://www.widado.com
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Online-sparepart-shop

 
 

You want to repair your  
electrical equipment yourself?

In our Online-sparepart-shop  
you will find 14 million articles for  
2.4 million appliances and devices  

at over 95% availability. 

www.rusz.at/en/online-ersatzteil-shop

https://rusz.at/en/online-ersatzteil-shop/


We're looking for  
franchise partners!
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You can find more info in our franchise initial information at: 
www.rusz.at/en/franchise

Apply at: 
www.rusz.at/en/franchise-partnerinnen-bewerbung

As franchisor, R.U.S.Z. Franchising GmbH makes its successful business model 
available to interested franchise partners for use at new locations.

Become part of the repair movement: 
independent and financially autonomous. 

- But with a strong partner: Together instead of alone! 

The time is now!

With the systemic change from the resource-destroying, linear to a circular 
economy suitable for grandchildren (EU Green Deal, Circular Economy Package 

and adaptation of the Ecodesign Directive), Europe will clear the way for 
durable and repairable products in the next few years. This will require a 

nationwide repair infrastructure. From the 2nd quarter of 2022, there will be a 
generous repair subsidy throughout Austria, which supports repairs for 
consumers with 50% and means a massive increase in sales for repair 

businesses. With the current amendment of the VAT Directive, the repair of 
household appliances will be further cheapened by a drastic reduction in the 
VAT rate. As a pioneer company with over 20 years of experience, R.U.S.Z has 

developed an eco-social franchise system for this purpose. 

http://www.rusz.at/en/franchise
https://rusz.at/en/franchise-partnerinnen-bewerbung/
https://rusz.at/en/okosoziales-franchising-system-fur-reparatur-nachhaltigkeit/


Copyright: R.U.S.Z Franchising GmbH 2022

Our opening hours

Mon, Wed        9:00 - 17:00
Tue, Thu           9:00 - 19:00
Fri                      9:00 - 13:00

R.U.S.Z GmbH
Lützowgasse 12-14
1140 Vienna

Phone: +43 1 982 16 47
E-Mail: office@rusz.at

Approach:

We are in a well signposted courtyard. There is customer parking directly in 
front of the workshop and we are happy to help you unload! The best way 

to reach us by public transport is to take the 49er streetcar (station 'Lützow-
gasse') or the 52er (station 'Linzer Strasse/Lützowgasse'). 

The R.U.S.Z is 2-5 minutes away on foot.

ARROW-RIGHT

P


